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Rayat Shikshan Sanstha’s 
Yashavantrao Chavan Institute of Science (Autonomous) 

Center  for Invention, Innovation and Incubation (YCIS-CIII) 
 

Rayat Innovation Challenge 
 

During crisis, you have two options either complaint about the challenges and do 
nothing about it 

 OR 
 Understand the problem, and be a part of the solution. 

_This lockdown, unlock your curiousness_ 
 

 

  Rayat Shikshan Sanstha's Yashavantarao Chavan Institute of Science, Centre for 

Invention, Innovation and Incubation (YCIS-CIII) in association with TATA Technologies 

brings to you a “Rayat Innovation Challenge” to understand the challenges posed by 

the COVID-19 scenario and discover research and innovation opportunities, through 

enriching invention. 

 Objectives: 

Rayat Innovation Challenge would select and support promising innovative idea 
initiatives that address the “development and implementation of new technologies, tools, 
and systems to address COVID-19 related challenges including monitoring, diagnosis, health 
and safety, public outreach, information and communication”. These initiatives can 
originate from students, innovators, start-ups, industry people, government, academic, non-
governmental, or commercial entities and any combination thereof provided they focus on 
applied innovative idea, R&D, and have commercial potential. We encourage projects that 
demonstrate a high degree of innovation leveraging advances in science and technology. 

 Benefits: 

Rayat Innovation Challenge, will announce a Call for Proposals that would be 
disseminated through the www.ycis.ac.in website, social media handles, and other 
networks.  

 Ignition Stage I: To help early-stage creative ideas develop a proof-of-concept and/or 
build a prototype 

 Ignition Stage II: To support a team with a workable, validated prototype and/or with the 

ability to repurpose existing innovative solutions to meet the COVID-19 challenge  
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 Introduction: 

The Rayat Shikshan Sanstha's Yashavantarao Chavan Institute of Science, Centre for 

Invention, Innovation and Incubation (YCIS-CIII) in association with TATA Technologies  is 

bringing together the best minds online  event called “Rayat Innovation Challenge” CODE19 

to find solutions to India’s challenges against the threat of Coronavirus. The event will 

empower participants to collaborate with mentors, subject matter specialists, data sources 

and a network of collaborators in the quest for solutions against Covid-19.  . We want to 

build on existing solutions and technologies for efficiency and to enable sustainable impact 

after the projects to the next level and implement them for our daily and work. 

 Why Rayat Innovation Challenge? 

1. Online:   

 Open to all - Individuals can participate from the comfort of their own home 

 It offers an opportunity for innovators like you to create solutions for the greater 

good of the nation. The event shall have a pool of mentors, who can support various 

teams in ideation and creation. These professionals are from various industries, 

positions and motivated to help the community to share their knowledge and time.  

 

2. Panel Discussion : 

 The event will have a  online sessions such as talks and Interaction through online 

webinar with experts from various sector like Industry, Research, Academy, business 

leaders , Entrepreneurs, Social, etc.  

  

3. Karmaveer innovation Award: 

   Award will be given in the name of founder Padmabhushan Karmaveer Bhaurao Patil in 

Centenary year of Rayat Shikshan Sanstha. 

 

 What are we looking for in the submissions? 

 We are looking for applications that are innovative and unique. The outcome can be 

qualitative prototypes, and can help to tackle a problem during or after the COVID19 

crisis. 

 The focus is on developing solutions quickly and applying them in everyday life. 

 

 

 

 Who should register? 

 We are looking for programmers, designers, creative people, problem solvers and 

socially committed citizens.  
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 There are no criteria, no age limit. Anyone with innovative idea, time, and internet 

access can participate.  

 You need to be committed and passionate.  

 There are generally no requirements to participate.  

 

 Rayat Innovation Challenge Themes: 

1. Open innovation for Covid-19: 

 Can’t find a suitable theme for your innovative solution? Open innovation theme 

accentuates your imagination with least restrictions. Build the ideas that you 

believe in! We invite all ideas across any domain relevant to the crisis. Put on your 

thinking caps and start submitting your innovative ideas. Go creative with ideas 

that can help one, help all.  

2. Research and development: 

 While researchers identify and test the source and vaccine of COVID-19, can you 

build a platform to detect and diagnose coronavirus patients at the early stages? 

Use image processing, segmentation, and the likes to detect this lung Infection. 

• Think of cost-effective solutions for thermal scanning and large- scale area 

sanitization and sterilization or AI and IoT based solutions for contactless entry 

•  Propose solutions that will help people have easy access to a COVID-19 diagnosis kit 

or provide people with low-cost masks.  

• Develop solutions to predict the next area to be infected by the virus. Analyze the 

data around COVID-19 events and predict potential COVID-19 cases around the 

world on an everyday basis. 

3. Agriculture:  

 Idea about agricultural product market through online and also automation  

4. Social life ,welfare and awareness:  

 The entire world has gone remote right now and virtual availability is the need of the 

hour. What can bring people together virtually, keeping social distancing in mind? 

Come up with ideas that can help working from home be fun and interesting, while 

maintaining productivity. 

5. Education and awareness:  

 Ideas to help learners of various universities and research institutes across the world 

to learn online. 

• Enhance virtual meeting tools in an innovative way for work-life balance. 

• Build a platform for virtual learning that can help inform people about current 

situations and suggest tips to follow on a real-time basis. 

6. Travel /Tourism: 

 Analyze the impact of COVID-19 lockdown on the tours and travel industry. Build a 

predictive analytics model or a product to help the aviation industry and/or 

customers on ways to handle COVID-19 crisis. 
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7. Healthcare and Medical: 

 Build an IoT enabled digital assistant for surgeons, patients, and the likes throughout 

the patient journey. For instance, build dashboard and reporting tools for patient 

data monitoring or data backend decision-maker for surgeons with useful features 

like care plans, healing time estimation, patient feedback, or customized counseling 

for patients. 

 Build a custom AI chatbot or voice assistant bots for patient assistance, determine a 

line of therapy, and add some useful features to it. 

What is your IDEA? Space for adding Images or Sketches: 

How It helps? 

Remarks: 

 

 Schedule:  

Saturday 16th May 2020: Registration opens 

Registration link: www.ycis.ac.in 

Wednesday 20th May 2020: 1st Webinar 

Thursday 21st May 2020:2nd Webinar  

Friday 22th May 2020: 3rd Webinar 

Saturday 23th May 2020: 4th Webinar 

Sunday 24th May 2020: 5th Webinar 

Monday 25th May 2020: 6th Webinar 

 

http://www.ycis.ac.in/
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For More Details Contact: 

Mr. S. K. Shinde ,Mobile: +91-9404254353, Mr. Pankaj Mundada, Mobile: +91-9552991234 

Mr. Anil Dhole, Mobile: +91-9130009079, Mr. J. A. Wagh:+91-94 

Dr. K. G. Kanade, Director, Yashavantrao Chavan Institute of Science, Satara. 

Website:www.ycis.ac.in 

Email: ycisciii@gmail.com 

 

 RESOURCES: 

Public Datasets for Research & Innovation on Coronavirus 
1. COVID-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19) - 29,000 articles on Coronavirus for text 

mining: https://lnkd.in/eF3EGrY 
2. COVID-19 Epidemiological Data Repository by Johns Hopkins University Center for Systems 

Science & Engineering (JHU CCSE): https://lnkd.in/e6QqbKz 
3. European Center for Disease Control & Prevention (ECDC) - COVID-19 Epidemiological 

Data: https://lnkd.in/eMcn9ZY 
4. U.S. Hospital Capacity Estimates (Harvard Global Health Institute): https://lnkd.in/eQe7yb2 
5. U.S. State COVID-19 Testing Data: https://lnkd.in/eEq2QRZ 
6. Italy COVID-19 Data: https://lnkd.in/e3UGiJi 
7. WHO COVID-19 Data - Cases & Deaths in China (by province) and other 

countries: https://lnkd.in/eMWkmzM 
8. ACAPS COVID-19: Government Measures Dataset: https://lnkd.in/ez6TAvS 
9. World Bank Indicators (population health & healthcare systems) relevant to COVID-

19: https://lnkd.in/eWKT6Vd 
10. GeneBank COVID-19 Genetic Sequences: https://lnkd.in/e5niEY9 
11. Next Strain - COVID-19 Genomics Database: https://lnkd.in/eh_cQNQ 
12. API of Scrapped Data from MoHFW: Click here 
13. List of Labs and Testing Centres by ICMR (refer data attached in PDF. The site is down, the 

files are updated till 21st March 2020): Click here 
14. COVID 19 Network: Click here 
15. Code available at: Click here 
16. Health Related Dataset APIs available on OGD Platform: Click here 
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https://github.com/datameet/covid19/blob/master/code/mohfw_data_scraper/scraper.py
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1YfaJKmfs2xnuqXjOyHXxVR6ZFZtZnU6N&ll=25.79821143054894%2C78.36705338890556&z=5
https://covid19india-network.now.sh/
https://github.com/someshkar/covid19india-network
https://data.gov.in/catalogsv2?format=json&offset=0&limit=9&filters%5Bfield_sector%3Aname%5D=Health+and+Family+welfare&filters%5Bhaving_api%5D=Yes&sort%5Bogpl_module_domain_name%5D=asc&sort%5Bcreated%5D=desc

